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1 Extended Abstract

Complex systems such as manufacturing, logistics, or web services, are commonly
modeled as Discrete Event Systems dealing with the resource-allocation problem,
also called Resource Allocation Systems (RAS). A RAS is a DES in which a set
of concurrent processes coexist, which must compete in order to allocate some
shared resources [3]. In particular, Petri nets are a widely used formalism to
model these systems. Although their functional properties have been extensively
studied in the literature, their non-functional properties (such as throughput)
have usually been ignored. In this paper, we focus on a Petri net subclass useful
for modeling concurrent sequential processes with shared resources, termed as
S4PR nets.

In these nets, workpieces undergo successive transformations, which may also
have independent processing steps, until reaching their final state. A production
plan is represented by means of a strongly connected state machine (with no
internal cycles), in which availability of different routings in the system may be
restricted to the use of non-consumable, reusable resources.

Figure 1 depicts a particular example of S4PR. It represents three sequential
processes without any routing decisions and three resources: the initial marking
of p8 and p9 is the number of idle resources of each type shared by the left-hand
side and the central process, while p19 represents the resource shared by the
central and the right-hand side process.

In this paper, we propose an iterative strategy to approximate the throughput
of a RAS, modeled by S4PR nets. The strategy makes use of mathematical
programming problems for which polynomial complexity algorithms exist – thus
offering a good trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity – and
of the exact solution of underlying Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
models of subsystems much smaller than the whole original model.

Based on previous works regarding the computation of upper throughput
bounds [1,2] and similar to ideas already introduced to calculate upper through-
put bounds in certain subtypes of Petri nets such as Marked Graphs (MGs) [5]
and process Petri nets (PPNs) [6], our strategy works as follows. For a given



Fig. 1: A particular example of a S4PR net.

S4PR net and tolerance, our iterative strategy computes as a first step the
slowest P -semiflow of the system (i.e., the bottleneck), by computing the upper
throughput bound of a subset of transitions. Then, in each iteration step the next
P -semiflow most likely to be constraining the current bottleneck is computed.
This P -semiflow is taken as the new bottleneck of the system, and the exact
throughput of the subnet generated by the new and the previous bottleneck is
calculated by solving the underlying CTMC. When tolerance is not achieved,
another iteration step will be performed. Note that in each iteration step, the
bottleneck of the system is regrown. Note also that the throughput of the tran-
sition in the subnet is lower or higher than its real throughput, considering the
full system. Hence, the values of throughput computed in each iteration step
approximate to the real throughput.

The iterative strategy to approximate throughput values in S4PR nets is
based on first computing the slowest P -semiflow which is then iteratively re-
grown considering the next P -semiflow most likely to be constraining the system.
Although we have shown that our iterative approximation technique converges,
we cannot characterize its convergence speed nor its accuracy. Thus, we have
evaluated our strategy in a set of randomly generated S4PR nets to give an
insight into its usefulness.



To evaluate the effectiveness of our strategy, we developed a tool3 to randomly
create S4PR nets taking into account various parameters such as the production
plan size, transition rates, number of transitions, resources and available resource
copies, and resource-sharing between production plans. Furthermore, our itera-
tive strategy was implemented as a plug-in of PeabraiN [4] (using GLPK v4.55
as an LP solver),

From the extensive experiments performed, we concluded that: (i) the through-
put obtained with our approach approximates better to the real throughput than
(classical) upper throughput bounds, reaching an improvement on average close
to 20%; and (ii) small portions of the net are representative enough to approxi-
mate to the real throughput of a transition in big S4PR nets. In particular, the
experiments showed that roughly 20% of the original net size is enough. Roughly
speaking, our results indicate that the bigger the S4PR net is, the smaller the
net proportion which is sufficiently representative.

The full version of this paper was published in [7].
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